Abstract. Multi-Veblen configurations which can be embedded into Desarguesian projective spaces were characterized in [8] : besides the class of combinatorial Grassmannians, only one further class of multi-Veblen configurations shares this property, namely the class of combinatorial quasi Grassmannians introduced in [8] . In this note we discuss relationships between combinatorial Grassmannians and combinatorial quasi Grassmannians, characterize automorphisms of combinatorial quasi Grassmannians, and present some visualizations of them.
Introduction
There is a great deal of a literature on Steiner triple systems, and the literature on partial (called also incomplete) Steiner triple systems is also growing rapidly. The subject of this note is the geometry of some particular partial Steiner triple systems; why does this particular class deserve our interest?
In our opinion, we can quote two reasons. First, the structures considered in the paper are multi-Veblen configurations. The class of multi-Veblen configurations was introduced in [10] . These configurations arise naturally as combinatorial schemes generalizing two classical configurations considered in geometry, namely Kantor's IO3G configuration, and the Desargues configuration, presented as some systems of Veblen configurations. Secondly, the structures considered in the paper are projectively embeddable i.e. they can be embedded into Desarguesian projective spaces. It turns out (cf. [8] for details) that there are exactly two types of multi-Veblen configurations that can be projectively embedded. Structures of the first type are so called combinatorial Grassmannians G 2 (n), n -an integer, n > 4, which directly generalize the Desargues configuration considered as a perspective of two simplices. In the paper [7] we have presented basic information on their geometry. The second class of projectively embeddable multi-Veblen configurations consists of quasi Grassmannians 9t n , n > 2 (defined in [8] ), which are studied in this note.
There are two main topics of our paper. First, we determine the collineation group Aut(9t n ) of a quasi Grassmannian (cf. Thm. 2.8). Secondly, we discuss the geometry of quasi Grassmannians in some detail. We present a series of representations which allow us to visualize the internal structure of SK n as some "abstract" perspectives (2.4, 2.5, 2.6) and as a "fan" of Veblen (or Kantor's IO3G) configurations (Thm. 3.2) . In closing remarks we show how iK n looks like as a projective configuration (Prop. 3.6, 3.7, 3.8).
Definitions
Let X be a set, we write Pk(X) for the family of fc-element subsets of X. Generally, a simple undirected loopless graph (in the paper called simply a graph, see [3] ) on a set X is a structure (X,V), where V C P 2 p0-I n what follows we shall frequently identify a set V C P 2 
(X) with the graph (X,V). IfVC P2(X) and Y C X then the graph V X Y := Vf\P 2 (Y)
is the edge-induced subgraph of Y in (X, V). Kx and Nx denote the complete graph on X and its complement, respectively.
A partial Steiner triple system is a partial linear (or semilinear) space whose all the lines have size 3 (cf. [13] ). The structure
Y e P 3 (*)},e> is referred to as a combinatorial Grassmannian (cf. [7] , [10] ; see also [2] , [1] ). We write G 2 (n) = G 2 (X) if \X\ = n. Note that G 2 (n) is a (( 2 ) n _ 2 (3)3)-configuration, thus it is a partial Steiner triple system. In particular, G 2 (4) is the Veblen configuration and G 2 (5) is the Desargues configuration. Let us first recall the definitions of a multi-Veblen configuration and a combinatorial quasi Grassmannian 9l ri (cf. [10] and [8] ):
with center p, consistency graph V defined on X, and axial configuration S). A multi-Veblen configuration is simple if it has a combinatorial Grassmannian as its axial configuration.
Recall (cf. [10] ) that G 2 (A") = G 2 (IUp). Let us denote ffi(X) := M^o Afx G 2 (X). We write B3(n) := B5(X), where \X\ = n, for short.
• When we deal with the structures of the form = M^is^f) we frequently use the following, auxiliary, labeling of the points of 9Jt:
* Let p be a point, a center. * We treat p as consisting of two symbols, a, and b, and we write •s l = {s,i} when i E X and s G {a, 6}. Thus the points p,ai,bi with i € X yield a line for every i € X. These are the lines of Wl through p.
* If ii,i 2 € X are distinct then the point {¿1,¿2} of 971 is written as c {ii,i2} = {^1^2}-The point c^^} is the intersection point of the lines ai 1 ,at 2 and bi 1 ,bi 2 when {?'i,¿2} € V, and it is the intersection point of the lines ai i: bi 2 and bi x ,ai 2 when {¿i,¿2} ^ V.
* The points c u ,c v , c z with u,v,z £ P 2 (X) are joined in 9JI in the way in which u, v, z are joined in m This labeling can be considered, in fact, as a definition of the structure DJl (cf. [10, Construction 3] ). Note, however, that the above labeling corresponds to the way in which the structure 9Jt is constructed, but it is not determined by the geometry of 9Ji. This means that in many structures of this form we can choose another point p' of 2R as a center and, with possibly another graph V' and configuration Sj', we obtain the same structure, up to an isomorphism.
A reiterated multi-Veblen configuration
is any structure of the form
where p> are two element sets, the set XQ and the p 3 are pairwise disjoint, By definition, if k = 1 then the structure 9Jt of the form (1) is a simple multi-Veblen configuration (note that the converse is not true).
Let V,V" be two graphs on a set X. We write V' ~ V" iff there is a sequence /z Xl ,... ,pL Xl A multi-Veblen configuration 9JT is regular iff it can be represented in the form (1), where Vi~\ = V% X Xi-i for i -1,..., k -1. CONSTRUCTION 1.5. Let N > 2 be an integer. We define the regular multiVeblen configuration iRn as follows (the construction below differs inessentially from that originally presented in [8] ). If n = 2k for some integer k then we take m = 2, if n = 2k + 1 we set m = 3; in both cases we obtain n = m + 2(k -1). Let p° = {1,2}; we put X = p° when m = 2, and X = p° U {0} when m = 3. Next we take p> = {l + 2j,2 + 2j} for
The configuration 9ln will be called a combinatorial quasi Grassmannian.
•
In particular, 9^2 is simply the Veblen configuration B5(p°) = BB(2) (see Figure 1 ), 9*3 -BB(3) is the Veronese configuration (in the terminology of [11] ) i.e. Kantor's IO3G configuration (cf. [5] , see Figure 2 ). Then 9^4 is the least not simple multi-Veblen configuration embeddable into a projective space (see Figure 3) .
The configuration G2(4) The configuration <H2 = H3(2)
Fig. 1. Two presentations of the Veblen configuration
In general, 9\n is a (("2 2 )n ("3 2 )3)-configuration. Intuitively, we can write mn+2 = n for a suitable graph 7-\ point p, and set U. Comparing the definition of a combinatorial Grassmannian and the definition of a combinatorial quasi Grassmannian we obtain immediately the following observation which links structures of these two types and which plays a very important though technical role in our further investigations. 
The collineation group of iKn
Let n > 2. Recall that Aut(G2(n)) = Sn (cf. [7, Prop. 1.5]). Let W be an arbitrary set and let Sw be the group of permutations of W, we define the (standard) action of Sw on Sp2(w-) by the formula
The above map yields an isomorphism of Sx and the group Aut(G2(X)).
At first, we show some immediate automorphisms of the structure Adopt notation of 1.5. In particular, m = |X| and n = m + 2{k -1). Let us set Zj := p 1 U ... U p> for 0 < j < k. Next, we set Y3 := X U Zj for j = 1,..., k and Z := Zk, Y := Yk. Then £Hn is defined on P2(F). The following notation will be also useful: Proof. First, let us take an arbitrary a G Sk and define
Then, clearly, p G Sz and <p#(j>>) = p a^\ Put V = '-P U id^-Evidently, preserves the 3-subsets of p2^Xk) that are lines of G2(Yk). Note two relations:
^#({{1, 2}, {1, 2+2j}, {2, l+2j}}) = {{1, 2}, {1,2+2a(j)}, {2, l + 2a(i)}}; ^* ({{1, 2}, {2,2+2j}, {1, l+2j}}) = {{1, 2}, {2, 2+2a(j)}, {1,1+2a(j)}}, for 1 < j < k. In view of 1.7 this proves that i>* is an automorphism of iHn. Next, let us consider an arbitrary transposition tp = (1 + 2i, 2 + 2i) for fixed i, 1 < i < k, as a permutation of the set Z. Then clearly, = p 3 for every j. We set ip = p U id^; as above we prove that ip yields an automorphism of iKn. This closes the proof.
• Informally, 2.1 states that in the configuration £Rn the "perspective center" p> can be chosen arbitrarily in C; the configuration has k such centers. Proof. In view of 1.7 it suffices to determine the images under the map $* of the "modified" lines through p° = {1,2}. We have f * ({{1, 2}, {1,2 + 2j}, {2,1 + 2j}}) = {{1,2}, {2,2 + 2j}, {1,1 + 2j}}; ^* ({{1,2}, {2, 2 + 2j}, {1,1 + 2j}}) = {{1,2}, {1,2 + 2j}, {1,1 + 2j}}, which proves our claim.
• We are going to prove that every automorphism of !ERn is a composition of maps given in 2.1 and 2.2. First, we prove that an automorphism F € Aut(iR") leaves the set C invariant. To this aim we recall, first, that the antineighborhood AF (u) of a point u consists of all the points not collinear with u (cf. [10] ). After that we determine the set A4 = {u: u is a point of Af~(u) is a subspace of £Hn ( 1 ) From the (very technical) Lemma 8 in [10] we prove that no point on a line through p k distinct from p k belongs to A4 (in accordance with Lemma 8 in [10] it suffices to note that Vk 1,2} -/V3 and thus the point ai on a line through p k is not in A4). Consequently, from 2.1 we infer that for any point v on a line through p> with 1 < j < k we have v ^ Ai.
The only points that remain to be examined are q = {1,2} and, when m = 3, q = {0,1} and q = {0,2}. Here, we use [10, Lemma 7] . First, we directly verify that q and {i,j} are collinear iff q H j} 0 for q -{1,2},{0,1},{0,2}. Secondly, we note that if q G P2(X) then the set T := ^2(^-1 \ q) does not contain {1,2} and it does not contain any pair of points of the form ({1,2 + 2j}, {2,1 + 2j}) or ({2, 2 + 2j}, {1,1 + 2j}); in view of 1.7 this suffices to state that T is a subspace of iRn-2 isomorphic to G2(ifc-i \ q). From Lemma 7 of [10] we get that Af~(q) is a subspace of £Hn; clearly it is isomorphic to G2(Yk \q). m
The neighborhood Af' l~ (u) of a point u consists of all the points collinear with u. In the subsequent representations 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 we shall consider the neighborhood Af + (q) of a point q G A4. The obtained information will allow us to say more on action of an automorphism of 9ln on A4, but also it will give an insight into the geometry of ÏRn. The fact that Si is an n-simplex i.e. that any two its points are collinear in iRn, is trivial. Proposition 1.7 implies that every line through q crosses both »Si and S2. Consequently, for any point u G 5i there is a line q,u of A perspective establishes a correspondence between points, but also a correspondence between lines, and in the usual case lines that correspond to each other intersect. But this is not the case here. Indeed, take u -{1, 2i+l} and v = {1,2j + 1} for i ^ j, then u, v G <Si and w := {2i + 1,2j + 1} G u^v. We have f(tt) = {2,2i + 2} and = {2,2j + 2}; clearly G ¿>2 - The points in H i.e. the points not in ¿>1 U ¿>2 U {q} are joined in accordance with the rules of G2(H) (let us say: as in an ordinary perspective, cf. [7] ). . (cf. [11, Fact 2.7] , see also [6] ). Therefore, in the sequel we can assume that n > 3. 
A visualization of £H n
The Veronese configuration JH3 is essentially known. Recall a further interpretation: SH3 is obtained from a haxagon inscribed into three lines with a common point p -its center -by completing it by three points of intersection of opposite sides of the hexagon, so called focuses, and a linean axis -which joins these three fosuses (cf. e.g. [11] ).
The configuration ÎK4
The configuration ÎR5 Fig. 3 . Least quasi Grassmannians
The configuration 9t n with n > 3 may seem somehow artificial. To argue that iHn may be really interesting on its own right we present two series of results. Firstly, Theorem 3.2 enables us to visualize ÎH2k+i as a "fan" of Veronese configurations with common focuses, "turning around" their common axis L, completed by lines which join points of different hexagons, and intersection points of these lines. A similar visualization is available for 9^2k-Besides, this representation suggests that a combinatorial quasi Grassmannian ^k+i is more a "multi Veronese configuration" than merely a modification of a Grassmannian. In closing propositions we discuss how such a "fan" looks like when it is embedded into a projective space. Let n = 2k or n = 2k + 1. We define the partial Steiner triple system 9Jl n as follows. Let p°,p 7 , aj, bj for i = 1,2, j = 1 ,..,k be points of Wl n for even n; if n is odd, we add the points p®, ¿ = 1,2, and a 0> 3 = * Let n be odd. The set Lq = {p 0 ,Pi,P2} is a line of 9Jl n .
Let T>i = {aQ,aj,a2, bi> 0 ,b{,b> 2 }. For each 0 < 7 < A; we define on the set LO U {p 7 Proof. It suffices to introduce the following labelling of the points of 9\ n : p° = {1,2}, p 7 = {2j + 1,2j + 2}, a{ := {i,2j + 1}, := {i,2j + 2}, for 0 < j < k and ¿ = 1,2 and, if n is odd, p? = {0,a Comparing Constructions 3.1 and 1.3 we note that aj = c^^j+i}, 6^ = c {i,2j+2} f°r 0 < 3 < k, and a k = aj, 6 k = bi, for i = 1,2. Note that 3.1 can be used as a starting point for further generalizations consisting in modifications of relations (3) and (4) .
Next, let us assume that iK n is embedded into a Desarguesian projective space Now, the symbols u, v and LQ refer to the corresponding projective lines. Then some further incidences not mentioned in 3.1 appear. The following is evident. 
